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The taxi service markets are one of the most highly competitive in the world. For instance, in 

European countries, the confrontation unfolds between dispatching taxi services (Uber taxi, Hailo 
taxi, etc.), taxi companies and official taxi services of cities (Get taxi, Yellow cab, etc.). Basically, it 
concerns price policy. 

As for Kazakhstan, our taxi market is only in progress. Some taxi companies also provide 
customers with the possibility of booking a taxi using a mobile application or paying a fare using a 
bank card, but this service is not widely distributed, which prevents the transfer of taxi services to a 
new level. In general, the culture of calling a taxi has not fully formed yet, as people are used to 
catch cars themselves on the streets. 

 
 

 
Currently, problems related to taxis in our country have increased. The society needs not only a 

comfortable transportation, but also a safe transportation. Most often as a taxi car used sedans or 
minivans. In developed countries, taxi drivers coordinate their actions with the dispatcher of the taxi fleet, 
which can transmit information about orders to drivers via radio communication, or by telephone. 

The strengths of taxi services are delivery to any part of the city at any time in the shortest time and 
a 24-hour work schedule. However, alongside this, there are a number of weaknesses: 

• high cost of services; 
• low passenger capacity; 
• the possibility of denial of service due to the lack of free machines; 
• fuzzy delivery time; 
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• a large number of illegal taxi drivers (about 85 % according to 2010 data), and this often prede-
termines a low level of service: late arrival, arrival at another address, attempts by the driver to get more 
than the declared tariff.  

There are also taxis that carry out transportation on certain lines - routes. From the bus, shuttle taxis 
differ primarily in that they stop and disembark passengers  not only at public transport stops, but also in all 
places along the route where the rules allow stopping (passengers are usually stopped at stop points). 

There is also a communal taxi, carrying out transportation on regular and non-regular routes using 
cars of different classes. Applications dispatching a public taxi handles around the clock from the inhab-
itants of one of the settlements (district, micro district, municipal network of the city). 

Communal can be a taxi, in whose car park, there is at least 1 % of the total number of cars of the 
following classes: minibus, bus. In addition, the execution of applications from the communal economy of 
the locality (district, micro district, municipal network of the city) must be compulsory. 

Also in developed countries, a service called «Car Service» is used. Such taxi exists in cities where 
authorities strictly regulate the passenger traffic (for example, in New York or London). Unlike a taxi, car-
service cars have an arbitrary coloring. In addition, car services are prohibited to have on the roof a backlight 
characteristic of a taxi. The taxi is given the exclusive right to pick up passengers from the street. Car ser-
vices, on the other hand, can only work on a call and do not have the right to catch customers on the street. 

Similar services have also appeared in Kazakhstan in recent years. In them, as a rule, expensive 
new foreign cars of a business class without distinctive signs of a taxi are used. They are in demand 
among customers who want to identify their high social status. 

In addition to the taxi itself – passenger car – taxi services can provide other services like: 
• rent a car of a representative class; 
• freight taxi – for transportation of dimensional cargoes; 
• wrecker – for towing broken cars; 
• a sober driver – bringing a drunk driver on his car; 
• intercity taxi – a taxi ride from one city to another; 
• meeting of passengers at the airport. 
The service sector constantly adapts to the needs and desires of customers, but those market 

participants who are able to not only satisfy but also anticipate incoming requests from customers win. 
Yes, there are also innovations in this area, although they are usually less noticeable in the service sector. 
Technologies used in taxis are mundane, practical; they are always closely related to the points already 
achieved in information technology. All innovations in taxis are implemented almost instantly, because 
there is nothing more important than speed. 

What can be improved with the help of unexpected innovations in the taxi service? Cars now provide a 
high level of comfort, speed and safety for both drivers and passengers, so attention is shifted to other factors 
of service – communication with the dispatcher and the immediate process of calculating tariffs. 

Communication relies entirely on the World Wide Web, as it is necessary not only to exchange 
information between the driver and the dispatcher, but also to receive information about traffic jams, 
changes in weather and other factors that may affect the quality of the service. The modern navigator is 
not an innovation any more, and the small onboard computer fulfilling all above-stated functions too. The 
advantages of permanent connection to the information network are even in emergency information it is 
possible to contact specialists or find a detour through courtyards in the event of an accident on the road. 

Sober driver, a new taxi service 
Do not think that it's about drunk taxi drivers. This service is provided as a help to customers, in the 

case when a person does not have the opportunity to drive the vehicle independently: drinking alcohol, 
being stressed, getting sick and taking drugs incompatible with driving. In order to deliver the car without 
any problems to the house, you have the opportunity to order the service «sober driver». Nowadays, when 
you have imposed heavy fines for traffic violations, this service will save you money, nerves, and most 
importantly your health and others will not suffer. 
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Reporting the amount of the trip 
Some taxi companies introduced a very remarkable innovation in their activities. After a taxi ride, 

you get a text message to your phone with the amount you need to pay to the driver. Thus, you have 
100 % certainty that you do not have to pay extra and you will not be cheated. Of course this is a rare 
situation when drivers overstate the amount of travel, but everything happens. When using this function, 
you will have the confidence that you paid the amount correctly. 

In the event that the specified amount in SMS differs from the specified driver, you just need to 
report this fact to the dispatcher and the issue will be resolved within a couple of minutes. Dachshund 
customers, who have already taken advantage of this innovation, speak of it only positively. 

We have prepared a list of innovations that need to be made to the taxi service of Kazakhstan: 
- taxi services for the disabled, including sight, hearing and speech. Operators of «taxi for the deaf» 

take orders through icq and other means of communication, excluding live communication; 
- Children's car seats in a taxi. Here the main thing is not creating conditions for commercial trans-

portation, but the main goal is to create a safe transportation of children, regardless of whether this is a 
taxi driver or this vehicle is used for personal purposes; 

- Family Profile – parents connect their children (adolescents under 18) with the ability to follow 
their route when using mobile taxi applications; 

- Standard taxi with the selection of several companions along the route and the separation of their 
cost («minibus»); 

- Special taxi services for people carrying wheelchairs; 
- Special taxis for transportation of animals; 
- an alternative to conventional taxis: electric mototaxi with heated seats. Six-seat mototaxi is now 

called limousines, because it's nice and convenient to go to them: electric cars do not make noise and do 
not emit exhaust fumes. Such mototaxi are used in Holland, Lithuania by Etripas company. They work on 
gasoline and carry only 3 people or two adults and 2 children. They work as a taxi – you turn on the 
taximeter and drive. For boarding, the fee is 2 euros, for 1 kilometer – 1 euro. Similar taxis can be installed 
in the resort areas of Kazakhstan. 

Also, the main problem in Kazakhstan is the excess of illegal taxis. LLP «Astana LRT» with the 
direction of passenger transport and roads is preparing to introduce three innovations that will facilitate 
the life of legal taxi and consumers. 

The first innovation is the arrangement of about 300 new parking lots for legal taxis. These parking 
places are planned to be located in all places of the greatest congestion of people – at stations, airports, 
shopping centers, state institutions. When carrying out mass events, legal taxis will receive admission to 
the venue. 

The second innovation – legal taxis will get permission to move along the designated lanes for 
public transport. Such a measure has already demonstrated its effectiveness in many countries, said 
Chairman of the Board of Astana LRT Talgat Ardan. 

Third, when parked, legal taxis will have advantages over conventional private cars. A legal taxi 
will be allowed to park at bus stops at night. 

 As early as September 12, raids will begin in the capital to identify illegal private cabmen. To pro-
vide taxi services, drivers need to register, pass a vehicle inspection and issue a vehicle according to 
approved sketches. Otherwise, illegal taxi drivers face a fine of up to 45 thousand tenge. 

Today in Astana, only 14 taxi firms operate legally. They signed an agreement with the city gov-
ernment of passenger transport and pasted the car on a special sketch. Drivers in uniform before depar-
ture necessarily undergo a physical examination. 

But at the disposal of legal companies only 500 cars, which is clearly not enough to serve the 
millionth city. Therefore, the services of the so-called "bomb" are very much in demand. The price at them, 
as a rule, is twice lower, than at the registered companies. 
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Already next year in the capital plan to organize 500 points, where you can stop the taxi. These will 
be special pockets for taxis, located in the most peak places - in markets, shopping centers, at bus stops. 

Residents of Astana will now be able to complain about substandard taxi services at the number of 
WhatsApp. 

By this we are sure that in many changes the taxi services in our country need. 
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ТЕКУЩЕЕ СОСТОЯНИЕ СЛУЖБ ТАКСИ В КАЗАХСТАНЕ 
 

Рынки обслуживания такси являются одними из самых конкурентоспособных в мире. Напри-
мер, в европейских странах противостояние разворачивается между диспетчерскими службами 
такси (такси Uber, такси Hailo и т. д.), компаниями такси и официальными службами такси городов 
(Get taxi, Yellow cab и т. д.). В основном это касается ценовой политики. 

Что касается Казахстана, то наш рынок такси еще только развивается. Некоторые компании 
такси также предоставляют клиентам возможность бронирования такси с помощью мобильного 
приложения или оплаты проезда с использованием банковской карты, но эта услуга широко не 
распространена, что препятствует переходу услуг такси на новый уровень. В целом, культура вы-
зова такси еще не сформировалась, поскольку люди привыкли ловить автомобили на улицах.  
 

Ключевые слова: такси, услуги такси, удобный транспорт, безопасная перевозка, незаконные 
такси, Астана LRT, парковка, таксисты, минивэны, трезвый водитель.  

 
 
 

 


